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IT environment

- Curricula
- Exhibitions
- Main portal
- National portals
- Games
- Handbook
- Policy recommendations
- Redmine
- Tasks
- Deadlines
- Control
- Registry
  - Collections,
  - Persons,
  - Events,
  - Illustrations,
  - Interviews...
- Cloud
  - Preservation, scalability, resilience
Main entity types in the COURAGE Registry
Organization of research

- Input Control Managers (7)
- National Task Managers (12)
- Researchers (130+)
- Persons in registry (1000+)
  - Interviews
  - Interviewees (300+)
Entity type hierarchy

Historical entity
  - Event
    - Acquisition
    - Change in legal framework
    - Destruction
    - Donation
    - Exhibition
    - Loss
    - Publication
    - Structural change
  - Agent
    - Organisation
    - Person
      - Person researched
      - Interviewee
    - Informal group
      - Group
      - Network
  - Asset
    - Featured item
    - Publication
    - Interview
  - Temporal roles
    - Creator of content
    - Operator of collection
    - Owner of collection
    - Collector
    - Supporter
    - Stakeholder
Temporality of roles

Collection

Owner 1990-2000
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Owner 2015-

Owner 1
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Registry and data re-use

Registry
Collections, Persons, Events, Illustrations, Interviews ...

JSP / Servlets
Exhibitions
Portal
Curricula
Wikidata
Academia.edu
DataCite
Zenodo
LOD Cloud
Wikidata, VIAF...

Linked Data
SPARQL queries
Data dumps
Metadata export
Word/PDF export
Links

'Public registry'
Zotero
Demo...
Changes and Extensions

- Editing multilingual content
- More comfortable item deletion
- Location input using map
- More metadata for images
- Ownership, editing rights based on new hasOwner property
- SelfEditingPolicy extended
- History: creation, creator, last modification, last modifier, status
- Publishing workflow & quality check:
  - National experts’ check
  - Central quality check
  - Proofreading of English text
  - Publishing on portal
- Inline commenting of property data

- COURAGE ontology
- WordPress integration with custom design
- Online (virtual) exhibition
- Learning material (with edit and re-use functionality)
- Export to SPSS
- Metadata export for DataCite DOI
- Recursive export to HTML/Word
- Dump triples (excluding sensitive data)
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